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868 there given. When Cooke and Maasee describe a Gloeosporium on
cultivated Pelargoniums in three lines, who can believe that it is ade-
quately characterized ? When that species is found on wild Pelargoniums,
as It well may be, does anyone think that it will be easily identified ?
Will It not rather necessitate a painful expenditure of time, and perhaps
even then (should the type specimens be lost) have to be relegated to the
hmbo of "species non satis notse" ? The case has many parallels.

Again, he suffers from the description of imperfect material. Mitten
sees two stems of a Hypnum in Douglas's collection and describes it as a
new species

!
with the remark that it may be an already described epe-

cies! Austin receives a sterile Hypnum from Colorado, and describes it
as a new species, comparing it with four others in widely separated sec-
tions of the genus! Kindberg finds a moss in Macoun's collections, and
though he is unable to determine to which of two very unlike genera it

belongs, describes it as a new species ! Examples might be multiplied.
Again, he is exasperated by description by comparison. For ex-

an^ple, Kindberg recently describes a Bryum, of which he had neither

well-known species, to which he imagines it allied^ Now no finite intel-
ligence can determine the affinity of a Bryum by leaves alone ; and when
over half of the points of^ comparison are within the known range of va-

not helps. His alleged description is too brief, purely comparative, and
based on entirely insufficient material. It is a type of all that is bad in its

line. Let us hope that the species makers will cease
Giving diagnoses instead of descriptions

;

Comparing a new species with an old, except as a supplement to a
full description ; and

Naming material which is only fit to be shelved till it is completed
by further discovery.

CURRENTLITERATURE.

For some years previous to his death, Professor Gray had in contem-
plation a revision of his popular text-books, the Lessons, Manual and
Field, Forest and Garden Botany, all of which were out of date, and, the
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latter especially, unsatisfactory to hini. He lived to carry out the re-

vision of only the first of these, the plates of which were cast just before

his departure for Europe in the spring of 18S6. Realizing the futility of

undertaking the greater task of re-writing the Manual, he had planned to

confide this work to his associate in the Harvard Herbarium, and the

senior editor of the Gazette, hoping to exercise a general supervision
himself. Unfortunately he was not spared for this, but it is evident that

the work was left in good hands, and the editors of the new edition are

make the book what Dr. Gray wou'd have made it himself.
As a book it is every bit as good as the last edition, which is saying a

good deal for a^volume^ containing so many abbreviations and technical

manual for convenient use, it is considerably better^ since its range has
been extended to the eastern limits of the Bocky Mountain flora, and its

scope has been enlarged so as to once more include the Liverworts, these
changes involving the addition of five excellent plates of detail tigures

' of the last edition, which are reproduced. With
! northern and eastern region, Coulter's Flora for the

the Mam
Rocky Mout outh. and Lesqu
james lor me mosses cf the entire country, students are pretty well
equipped for the study of our flora above the Thallophytes, so far as all

but the Paci^fic coast and Texan regions are concerned. Notwithstanding
the many additions that have been made in the last ten years, the Botany
of California still renders good service for the first of these, and the
Botany of the Boundary Survey and the reports on the collections of
other expeditions of the same character, make it possible, if not easy, to
name plants from the latter.

Had the new edition of the Manual appeared after a greater lapse of

g^LTnuJb'er of

'^''"^'^ undoubtedly have shown a

kJ^I!^^°?
edition planned by him a coLTentiouVefforfhas

' possible to his views regarding the limi-

nes, so that the changes that now appear

most part had he been permitted to re-
vise the book himself, as is evinced by the many changes in the Gamo-

the S^nULTI"^ ^"^'^^ ^^"^^ ^^-^ P'^"*^

The editors will doubtless be criticised for this feature of their work,

snectfic ZllTLr.."'!'^'''^^'''^'
disposition to fix the earliest-used

have been placed, a tendency which in i

generic and specific names back of the L .x,..^uu.-.iuu
jOs, regardless of the number of changes that are involved or of the num-
ber of species that it attaches to the growing list of the reformer ; and the
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adoption oi this system would have considerably increased the number of
changed names in the new Manual. Although the tendency referred to
repudiates mseveral important respects the code adopted by the Con-
J^^^^^^lS^^J^which was framed by botanists quite as wise in their day

be denied that a rigid application of the principle of priority can scarcely

finally give the real stabiliry tha"tall botanist^ desire. TtTny rlte,^hlre
is yet room for an honest diflference of opinion on some points involved,
and although this may make it the duty of monographers to indicate as a
synonym the name that a given plant would bear under the system that
they reject, this could hardly have been expected in a work like the
Manual, which does not pretend to go into synonymy, and the editors of
the new edition would have been more justly criticised had they followed
the method that did not meet with the approval of the author of the book,
than they can be for doing what they had his testimony that he would
have done had the work been performed by his own hand. In this connec-
tion, however, attention ought to be called to the unadopted changes in
generic names in the Nymphseaceag that have recently been discussed in
the Bulletin of the Torrey Club, and to the unaccepted substitution of
Hicoria for the familiar Carya. However it may be with these genera, it

18 to be regretted that Spergularia of the old edition appears in this edi-

th°^
P^^'^i^y of the latter, to be sure, is only

author; but the birthright of Tissa is r
^ ^

"^^^^

use in a recent monograph of the gen
pearance of the Manual, is an additi

ine provision of a synopsis of the orders in addition to the well arranged
artificial keys; and the index now includes the species of large genera,
and several confusing popular names—changes that greatly facilitate ref-

Thoae who use the book during the coming season, especially near
the limits of its range, are likely to discover little shortcomings in the
distribution of species : and to such it should be a pleasure to communi-
cate to the editors specimens showing any considerable omission.

Probably those who study local floras, where it is frequently easy to

of some nominal species or varieties with accepted spe
3e, Poa cristata is almost too distinct from annua to pass

of that species, and Festuca Shortii is equally distinci

1 its typical form ; and it is probable that more cases o
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e of all such uni
as appear in a necessarily hasty review of the book.

work anerforTh-'''?r^^' ^^d^lf^

^^'^""'^ ^^^^ evidently done tl

oSion^'S relll^'c^'^'^'r h""

^'''^^''^^'.^^^^''^'''^ descriptions or

petals of Anonacese are still called vllva^teTprtentil'la^wTlil^var^^^^^
dra 18 redescribed as having dve stamens, whereas the number is usu

herb'art!^*'?'.
being very exceptional in ihe specimens of the EngeTm»

herbarium and mmany that have been examined in the field by
Hitchcock; the p-taloid filaments of Thalictrum clavatum are cal
club shaped, etc. Very useful distinctions between Oxalis coriiicu^and Its variety stricta are afforded by the rhizomes and dichotomous
florescence of the latter, from which O. recurva, which resembles itsome respects, differs in the trimorphic heterogony of its flowers.

Sedifthe;% tr'" blue, flowered flaxes, inlduced in the East, belong to two well-marked form '
•

Tni r'^K ,

L.humile, having widely-dehiB-
paules with cihate septa, the other, with nearly closed capsules the

navin*. ZTh./II ^ '
'^^^ reviewer must also plead guilty tonavmg omitted the very important characters derivable in Epilobiumfrom the innovations, which consist of sessile buds in no 1 of dense ro-

settes at base of the stem in nos. 4 and 5. of running leafy shoots in nos.

the flora o; th^nTrreZ^tt^^^^^^^^^^^

e^iio': iiT' ' " ^eerdtpis:d\o^t'^^^^^^^^^^^^

xt^^^^^^^^^^
- ^hey have brought it out.-

OPEN LETTERS.

NostS tVnTmen;;l?e^'?'"''^^^^^^^^^^ 'Frrjwater Al,^' appeared, this

Tn n
""""^ ^'Otany.

be c„o«oed .0 m/ol^ Pul&feXm t"',;


